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ABSTRACT

Vision-based applications are increasing with the increase in technology and are
making a huge impact in this global civilization. A vision-based measurement approach
for pill shape detection was developed for medical pill identification, a focus detection
method was developed for digital dermoscopy, and a machine learning approach was used
for automatic lesion segmentation, which assists in automatic melanoma diagnosis. Rapid
and accurate pill identification is needed by medical and law enforcement personnel during
emergencies. But, one of the main parameters in pill identification is the shape of the pill.
An Adaptable-Ring approach describes a novel technique to accurately detect the complex
pharmaceutical pill shapes using measurements derived from a superimposed adaptable
ring. It is shown that these measurements suffice to successfully classify the shapes of the
pills currently in the Pillbox database (U.S. National Library of Medicine, 2014). Though
developed for the domain of pharmaceutical pill shapes, this method can be applied to other
industrial applications. Identification of an unfocused image is essential during automatic
diagnosis of melanomas because, when an unfocused image of a lesion is used in a realtime diagnostic application, it might lead to a false diagnosis. So, a dual gradient analysis
method was developed to successfully identify out-of-focus dermoscopy images. Also,
robust lesion segmentation is required for better automatic melanoma identification. A
Bayesian model was used to find the probabilities of skin in a given image after obtaining
data from just 90 training images. Finally, the non-skin area is considered as the lesion,
and post processing is done accordingly to obtain the lesion from the image. Finally, this
method was tested on 1636 dermoscopy images to obtain the accuracy rates.
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SECTION

1. INTRODUCTION
Cameras are now more affordable, portable and advanced in technology. Visionbased applications are increasing with an increase in technology. They are mostly used in
several industries: for automatic detection systems in automotive industries and for
automatic diagnostics systems in medical industries. These applications will not only
increase the accuracy but they are aiding in reducing human work force which indirectly
eliminates manual errors.
This thesis consists of research contributions in the following three areas of medical
image analysis:
1. Adaptable Ring for Vision-Based Measurements and Shape Analysis for medical
pharmaceutical pills.
2. Dual Gradient Analysis for a Vision-Based Focus Measurement in Digital
Dermoscopy.
3. Bayesian Approach for Automatic Lesion Segmentation and Border Detection for
Automatic Melanoma Diagnosis
Real-world pill identification is challenging due to varied lighting conditions,
minor manufacturing defects and subsequent pill wear. Surmounting these challenges is
possible using multiple inputs: pill color, imprint and shape. Of these different inputs, pill
shape is the most important and difficult parameter due to its variations. A novel technique
is developed to accurately detect the complex pharmaceutical pill shapes using
measurements derived from a superimposed adaptable ring centered automatically on
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either the shape’s centroid or its bounding box midpoint determined based on the
measurements from two other rings, namely inner ring and outer ring.
This research work uses the pillbox database available from the National Library
of Medicine (NLM). They were acquired by similar processes using similar lighting and at
similar magnification levels.
A vision-based focus measurement approach for real time focus detection for
applications using dermoscopy images is developed. Dermatoscopes are restricted on
hardware changes and lens to object distance is fixed in most of the cases. Identification of
an out-of-focus image is essential prior to feature extraction for automatic diagnosis of
melanomas using a dermoscopy image. Running an out-of-focus image in a real-time
melanoma detecting application might lead to a false diagnosis. Dermoscopy images are
limited to certain colors, backgrounds and textures. A novel algorithm for distinguishing
focused and unfocused dermoscopy images is developed by finding the mean of the
approximation of the gradient on the red and value planes as a measure of sharpness.
A machine learning approach was used in segmenting lesion from dermoscopy
images. It is done by training images so that system can assign probabilities to pixels based
on trained images using Bayes theorem. In this scenario, skin pixels are identified and the
inverse region is considered as the lesion and post-processing is done accordingly to obtain
the lesion which can then be processed using various algorithms to identify melanoma.
Shape detection and Bayesian lesion segmentation was developed in MATLAB®
(2014a). Focus detection was developed in the C++ programming language in Visual
Studio-13 with the open source computer vision libraries by OpenCV.
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PAPER
I. ADAPTABLE RING FOR VISION-BASED MEASUREMENTS AND SHAPE
ANALYSIS
Kanakam T. Maddalaa, Randy H. Mossa, William V. Stoeckerb, Jason R. Hagertyb, Justin
Coleb, Nabin K. Mishrab, R. Joe Stanleya
a

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Missouri University of Science and
Technology (S&T), Rolla, MO, 65409, USA
b

Stoecker & Associates, Rolla, MO, 65401, USA

ABSTRACT
A vision-based measurement approach for pill shape detection is presented along
with other applications. Rapid and accurate pill identification is needed by medical and law
enforcement personnel during emergencies. But real-world pill identification is
challenging due to varied lighting conditions, minor manufacturing defects and subsequent
pill wear. Surmounting these challenges is possible using multiple inputs: pill color,
imprint and shape. Of these different inputs, pill shape is the most important and difficult
parameter due to its variations. In this article, we describe a novel technique to accurately
detect the complex pharmaceutical pill shapes using measurements derived from a
superimposed adaptable ring centered automatically on either the shape’s centroid or its
bounding box midpoint determined based on the measurements from two other rings,
namely inner ring and outer ring. It is shown that measurements from the overlays of the
adaptable ring suffice to successfully classify the shapes of the pills currently in the Pillbox
database (U.S. National Library of Medicine, 2014) with an accuracy of 98.7%. Our
method demonstrated higher accuracy when compared with Hu-moments with the same
dataset. Using logistic regression techniques, Hu-moments provided an accuracy of 96.6%.
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Though developed for the domain of pharmaceutical pill shapes, we discuss how the
measurements from the adaptable ring can also be used in other industrial applications to
increase the level of accuracy with the help of this real-time less computationally complex
method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cameras are now widely available which are portable, affordable and suitable for
platforms incorporating automatic methods to generate vision-based measurements
(VBMs). Pill identification by automatic methods is of interest to consumers, the medical
industry, and law enforcement agencies. Concerned parents want to be able to identify pills
that they may encounter in their children’s possession. Caregivers for the elderly or infirm
often need to be able to identify pills. The pharmaceutical industry in recent years has
developed new packaging applications and has interest in automatic pill verification.
Emergency room personnel and law enforcement officials have long envisioned the need
to identify pills rapidly and automatically. The total number of fatal adverse drug events
reported to the US Food and Drug Administration increased 2.7-fold between 1998 and
2005 [1]. The problem is compounded by increasing numbers of patients taking many
prescriptions as well as increased numbers of adverse reactions from those prescriptions.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, more than 76% of Americans
aged over 60 used more than 2 prescription drugs and 37% used five or more [2].
The medication identification process during admission can be lengthy, and drug
identification errors during hospital or emergency room admission can account for a
majority of the potentially harmful medication mistakes during hospitalization [3].
Therefore, automatic identification of pills addresses a growing problem with lifethreatening implications. Shape detection of the pills is one of the challenging tasks due to
their uneven and complex shapes. We developed a method to produce measurements from
the overlay of a virtual adaptable ring on a pharmaceutical pill image to determine its shape.
The same overlay information can also be used in other applications, for example to
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measure the number of teeth of any given mechanical gear. Moreover, vision-based
measurement (VBM) systems are emerging in technologies that can be useful in many
industrial applications such as fabric quality control [4], rubber profile inspection [5], rail
head defect detection for railroad tracks [6], and food calorie measurement from images
[7]. These applications can all reduce human labor and increase productivity by decreasing
both inspection time and human errors [8].
Large pill image databases such as the Pillbox database from the National Library
of Medicine (NLM) [9] are now available, allowing rapid development and testing of pill
identification algorithms. There are several pill shape classifiers developed for pill
recognition systems but many fail to have a good shape accuracy. Lee et al. [10] reported
an identification accuracy of approximately 74% for a pill identification system. Hartl et
al. [11] used the Studiers tube ES framework for a mobile phone app that focuses on speed.
Madsen et al. [12] focused on color recognition, obtaining up to 98% color accuracy but
only approximately 65% shape accuracy. Since multiple classifiers, both traditional and
new classifiers, fail on pill shape classification, this adaptable-ring method was specifically
designed for pill shapes but can be customized for similar applications by evaluating the
generated overlay measurements.
This paper presents a novel method for vision-based shape classification and
compares the new method with Hu Moments in classifying pill shapes on the entire Pillbox
database of the National Library of Medicine. The order of the remaining sections of the
article is as follows: Section II gives a brief background on shape analysis; Section III
describes the methodology, including pill detection, rotation, outer, inner and adaptable
ring determination, feature measurement, and classifier development; Section IV provides
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the results for both Hu Moments and the adaptable-ring algorithm, along with error
analysis, and Section V discusses the results and uncertainties in measurement. Finally,
Section VI provides a conclusion.
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2. BACKGROUND
General shape recognition algorithms for VBM are of two types: those that depend
upon recognition of key points or landmarks, and those that do not rely on key points, but
rather view the object outline as a continuous curve [13]. These two classes of algorithms
have been termed respectively salient point algorithms and gestalt algorithms, with older
literature emphasizing detection of key or salient points [14], some studies emphasizing
global or gestalt features [13] [15], and still other authors detecting both features.
Geometric shapes such as polygons have been studied extensively.
A chain code algorithm developed by Freeman [13] can detect regular polygons by
representing their boundaries and corner points where direction is changed from one chain
to another. Another shape detector for regular polygons was developed by Barnes et al.
[16]. The algorithm used an approximation of a maximum likelihood image which is
convolved with a weighted angular histogram. This was used to successfully detect road
signs in natural images [17]. This approach is not optimal for rounded pill shapes due to
the rounded pill corners.
However, for a VBM system to detect the irregular shapes, we need to get
quantifiable measurements from the image, as reported here using an adaptable-ring
technique. A somewhat similar system by Pouladzadeh et al. [7] measures the area of food
portion on plate by superimposing a grid of squares each with equal area. Another system
by Nandi et al. [18] for mango ripeness measurement uses chain codes to trace the fruit
boundary which is then rotated vertically by finding its maximum axial length. Gan and
Zhao [19] used an active contour model to identify visual defects in an LCD panel. This
method highlights the irregularly shaped defect but in order to further classify the defect or
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anomaly into specific categories, measurements from that irregular anomaly on the panel
are needed.
One of the most popular shape classification techniques is the invariant moments
technique proposed by M. K. Hu [20]. This method is widely used for image shape
recognition in a variety of applications due to its invariance to object translation, scaling
and rotation. It is assumed that images are relatively free of noise. Most pill identification
applications published to date use Hu Moments to describe the pill shape [10] [12],
however, thorough details are lacking in these reports. Therefore, it is desirable to compare
new methods that are developed for real-time use, and to report details of the database,
detection methods, and detection accuracy.
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3. METHODOLGY AND APPROACH

There were 2151 high resolution pill images in the Pillbox database as of December
2014 [9]. These pill images were taken with a visible light camera mounted perpendicularly
over the pill and are of very high quality and resolution with controlled illumination and
uniform background. These merits of the database allow segmentation by simple threshold
to separate the pill object from the background for almost all pills. More images were added
to pillbox later, many of which are lower quality. But for a real-time system we recommend
that the camera be mounted perpendicularly and the object be placed on a black background
to avoid shadows and provide sufficient lighting to avoid uneven illumination. After preprocessing, an inner ring and an outer ring are superimposed on the segmented pill. Then
the radius for the adaptable ring is determined, followed by its overlay measurements to
classify the pill shape. The workflow diagram is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Work flow for pill shape detection.
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3.1.

PRE-PROCESSING
The image uniform background pixels were replaced with black pixels. Next,

imprints on 1% of the pills caused holes in the segmented objects which were found and
filled automatically after thresholding to obtain very accurate pill shapes. All pixels that
exceed an optimized gray-level threshold and area filtering are classified as pill. Two pill
objects, pill obverse and reverse, are now present in the processed Pillbox images. The first
object encountered in a left-to-right then top-to-bottom search is selected as the pill shape.
This shape and the surrounding bounding box resolution were increased by padding with
black pixels to allow construction of the surrounding rings in later steps. The resulting
binary image contains just pill (white pixels) and padded background (black pixels). The
14 shapes defined by Pillbox are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. List of Available Shapes in Pillbox Website [9]
Available pill shapes defined by pillbox

3.2.

Capsule

Square

Diamond

Pentagon

Oval

Hexagon

Trapezoid

Hexagon (shield)

Tear

Triangle

Rectangle

Round

Octagon

Freeform

ROTATION OF THE PILL
To make the process rotation-invariant, the angle (θ) between the orientation of the

major axis of the ellipse fitted around the pill and the horizontal axis is determined by
MATLAB’s “regionprops” function’s “Orientation”, as shown in Figure 3.2. The pill
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shape is then rotated in the clockwise direction with the same angle (θ), to make the pill’s
longest axis horizontal.

Figure 3.2. Orientation of pill

3.3.

OUTER AND INNER-RING OVERLAYS
The rotated pill image is now oriented with the longest axis in the horizontal

direction. Then the pill bounding box is determined prior to superimposition of the rings.
The diameter of the outer ring is defined as the length of the pill bounding box in the
horizontal direction. This diameter is therefore the least diameter to intersect the outer edge
of a given shape in the horizontal direction. The diameter of the inner ring is the maximum
height of the bounding box perpendicular to the horizontal axis. The width of both the rings
can be customized depending on height of camera, resolution of segmented image and the
application involved. In this case, the inner ring is 3 pixels wide and outer-ring is 5 pixels
wide. Figure 3.3 (a) shows outer and inner rings and their overlays on an oval Pillbox pill.
The overlays are the intersections of the inner ring and outer ring with the pill. The inner
ring overlays in Figure 3.3 (b) are different for right and left capsule parts, allowing
differentiation from an oval shape, with right-left symmetry. The areas of the right and left
outer-ring and inner-ring overlays are saved. Then the intersection of these rings is checked
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by identifying the unique color pixels created by overlapping of two different colored rings.
This intersection check will give input arguments to determine the radius of the main ring
named as adaptable ring. Together with the pill area, the overlay measurements from this
adaptable ring will provide sufficient input arguments to discriminate pill shapes.

Figure 3.3. (a) Oval pill with outer and inner ring overlays. (b) Capsule with outer and
inner ring overlays. The inner ring has asymmetric right-to-left overlays at the midpoint
due to different capsule widths at the capsule seam.
3.4.

DETERMINATION OF ADAPTABLE RING AND ITS MEASUREMENTS
For a minority of shapes, the bounding box center will not suffice as the center of

the outer ring. For the triangle and pentagon shapes in Figure 3.5, the inner and outer rings
as defined above intersect partially. Whenever this intersection occurs, the outer ring center
is adjusted to lie at the pill centroid, so that the outer ring just touches the corners of the
pill, after adjusting for the triangular and pentagonal pills, shown along with different
shapes in Figure 3.5. Thus inner-and outer-ring intersection serves as a criterion for
changing the outer-ring center from bounding box center to pill centroid. For shapes with
more than one axis of symmetry, such as circles, squares, and hexagons, the criterion is
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met, but no adjustment is made, because the centroid of the shape and the center of the
outer ring at the bounding box center are identical for these shapes.
The next step is to determine the radius of the adaptable ring. For shapes like round,
square and triangle the inner-ring and outer-ring intersection criterion is met and the
adaptable ring is inscribed about the centroid of the pill with a radius of the longest distance
from the center to the outer boundary of the pill. If (Xc, Yc) is the centroid of the pill and
(X, Y) are the coordinates of all points within the pill shape, then the adaptable- ring outer
radius R is given in (1) below.

𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = max[√(𝑋𝑐 − 𝑋)2 + (𝑌𝑐 − 𝑌)2 ]

(1)

In the next case, when an oval, capsule, rectangle or trapezoidal pill is considered,
the inner-ring and outer-ring intersection criterion is not met, therefore the outer radius of
the adaptable ring is half the length of the pill major axis as given in (2). The center of the
ring in this case will be the center of the bounding box of the pill rather than the centroid.
The length of the major-axis of the pill is determined by the length of longest side of the
pill bounding box.

𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

(𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙)
2

(2)

The adaptable-ring radius determination proceeds as above for each pill. The
primary measurement provided by the adaptable ring is the number of overlays, which
alone can classify most of the pill shapes. The remaining shapes will use other
measurements like area of overlays of both adaptable ring and inner ring. An overall
process along with the adaptable ring is shown in Figure 4.1. The inner ring and the outer
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ring on the pill are shown in Figure 3.4(c) and the main ring which is called the adaptable
ring is shown in Figure 3.4(d), with the adaptable-ring overlays shown in Figure 3.4(e).

Figure 3.4. Process – (a) Pillbox image (b) extracted pill (c) with inner and outer circles
(d) with adaptable ring (e) overlays caused by adaptable ring

3.5.

SHAPE CLASSIFICATION FROM THE OVERLAY MEASUREMENTS
Figure 3.5 shows how several pill shapes are classified according to number of

overlays; here it refers to the count of adaptable-ring overlays on the pill shape. For
example, if there are three overlays, then the pill is triangular. These overlay numbers
suffice to classify many shapes including round, triangle, square, pentagon, and hexagon
shapes. Only when two overlays occur, are more features are required (Figure 4.1).
Various features are defined from the overlay measurements in the algorithm to
detect the proper pill shape when there are only two overlays. The number of features and
their criteria can be varied according to the objects to be classified. In this case, there are a
total of six size-invariant features, and these are presented in Table 4.1. Moreover, the
criteria of features to determine a particular shape using these features are shown in Table
4.2. If any new shapes are added to the database, the algorithm can be modified easily by
defining features in such a way to identify the shape of the desired object. There are 14
defined pill shapes in this algorithm, and it is able to detect all the shapes from the images
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in the database. The next section shows the results and a comparison with the Hu moments
method.

Figure 3.5. Segmented pill shape classification using overlays of adaptable ring on pill
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4. RESULTS
The Adaptable-Ring algorithm works well on the Pillbox images. These mostly
high-quality images allow exact segmentation by thresholding. The number of overlays is
reliable in determining pill shape. For a round shape, the number of overlays of the
adaptable ring on the pill surface is one. For a triangle-shaped pill, the number of overlays
is three. Similarly, square, pentagon, hexagon and octagon shapes yield four, five, six and
eighth overlays, respectively. Thus for all overlay numbers except two, the shape is
determined entirely by the number of overlays as shown in Figure 4.1. When there are only
two overlays, the feature criteria in Table 4.2 are needed to determine pill shape. As an
example, in distinguishing a teardrop shape from an oval shape, features 2 and 4 are
employed (Table 4.2). The same database of Pillbox images was also used to generate
results with Hu moments.

Figure 4.1. Classification of pill shapes with adaptable-ring overlays. If a given pill does
not meet the criteria for any of the shapes shown, it is classified as freeform.
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Table 4.1. Features Used To Detect and Classify Pill Shape
Feature
No.

Description

1

Number of adaptable-ring overlays

2
3
4
5
6

Maxadaptableringoverlayarea
Minadaptableringoverlayarea
InnerringoverlayArea
TotalinnerringArea
Areaofpill
Areaofpillboundingbox
Areaofrighthalfofinnerringoverlay
Areaoflefthalfofinnerringoverlay
Maxadaptableringoverlayarea
Areaofpill

Table 4.2. Feature Criteria When Two Overlays Occur
Shape

Feature Criterion

Shield

Feat2>4

Diamond

4.1.

Feat3<1.2 & Feat2<1.2 & Feat4<0.75

Trapezoid

Feat2>0.9 & Feat6<0.009

Teardrop

Feat2>1.5 & Feat4<0.81

Rectangle

Feat2<1.3 & Feat3>0.90 & Feat4>0.94

Oval

Feat2<1.1 & Feat3>0.99 & Feat5>0.99

Capsule

1<Feat2<1.5 & Feat3>0.8 & Feat5<0.99|| || Feat5>1.1

RESULTS WITH HU MOMENTS
Hu’s invariant moments [20] [21], seven parameters obtained from shapes, are

widely used in object shape detection and classification. However, when used for pill shape
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detection, these moments do not incorporate enough features to distinguish some shapes.
The difficult pill shapes (with the number misclassified) are oval (23), capsule (12), and
pentagon (8) which together comprise 43 (59%) of the total 73 misclassified pill shapes. In
23 of the total 73 misclassified examples, the shape is not classified as geometric, but rather
freeform: i.e. not enough information is available to classify the pill. Moreover, all the
pentagons (8), hexagons (3), shields (5) and octagon (1) are misclassified as rounds. The
overall accuracy for the Hu Moments method is 96.61%. The confusion matrix for Hu
Moments, which displays predicted results vs. actual results, is shown in Table 4.3. From
this matrix it can be clearly seen how the Hu moments were unable to detect the squares,
hexagons, shields, octagon and pentagons which were mostly misclassified as round.
In order to recognize the round shape pill by Hu’s seven invariants it was enough
to use the first invariant I1 to get separation from the rest of the shapes. Moreover, there
were eight pentagon-shaped pills, where all eight pills were misclassified as round-shaped
pills by Hu moments. In contrast, the adaptable-ring algorithm detected all eight of them
correctly as pentagons. Shapes for which 100% Hu moments misclassification occurs are
round cornered shapes like Square, Pentagon, Shield, Hexagon and Octagon, and the most
frequent erroneous shape chosen is Round. Logistic regression shows that the most
accurate classification for nearly all the shapes above, except for the oval shape, is done
with I1 alone. For the oval shape I1 -I7 are all needed. Analysis by logistic regression (SAS
Proc Logit) shows no additional classification benefit for these higher moments. Linear
regression also shows correct classification for 1050 of the 1054 round pills using only the
first moment I1, reliability which leads to a choice of I1 alone for classification. Therefore,
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by logistic regression analysis, these shapes cannot be reliably separated using these seven
Hu moments.
4.2.

RESULTS WITH ADAPTABLE-RING ALGORITHM
A total of 98.7% of pill shapes in the dataset are identified correctly by the

adaptable-ring algorithm. The confusion matrix for this algorithm is shown in Table 4.4.
Shapes in each row represent actual shape and shapes in each column represent predicted
shape. TP denotes the true positives, FP and FN denote the false positives, and the false
negatives respectively. This dataset comprises mostly of these common shapes: round
(1054), oval (790), and capsule (243), for a total of 2087 (97%) of the 2151 shapes. The
errors in the algorithm are mostly in these three shapes: round (3), oval (11) and, capsule
(13). Only one other error is found: an error in the freeform shape, making a total of 28
errors as opposed to 73 in the case of Hu moments.

Table 4.3. Confusion Matrix for HU Moments Method Applied On 2151 Images Dataset
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Table 4.4. Confusion Matrix for Adaptable-Ring Method Applied On 2151 Images
Dataset

4.3.

EXAMPLES OF SHAPE OVERLAYS IN PILL IDENTIFICATION
The primary dataset consists of mostly round, capsules and oval-shaped pills along

with all the other pill-shape images in good resolution provided by the pillbox database.
There are a total of 1054 round pills, out of which 1051 pills were detected as round. The
remaining three pills which have rough broken edges were detected as freeform-shaped
pills by the algorithm. ‘Freeform’ in this classification is defined as any shape that has not
met shape criteria for the other 13 defined shapes. Note that ‘freeform’ is also one of the
14 defined Pillbox shapes, for which examples include double-circle, heart-shape, inverted
arc and T-shaped pills. In the next section, performance evaluation and uncertainties will
be discussed along with other potential industrial applications.
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5. DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION
Detecting pill shapes is made a more challenging task due to their smooth, round
corners which lack the sharp corner as present in ideal polygons. The adaptable-ring
algorithm mainly uses the overlays and other unique features of the inner and the adaptable
ring. This novel technique can yield a high classification rate for the regular and rounded
shapes characteristic of pills. Several pill image retrieval techniques were developed by
others over the past five years [10], [11], [22], [23], and [24]. In these techniques, the
emphasis was in retrieving the pill from the database, but the performance in detecting its
shape during the retrieval process is not always fully documented.
5.1.

COMPARISON WITH HU MOMENTS
To compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with Hu moments,

Sensitivity as in (3) and Specificity as in (4) are used. Detection rate is obtained from the
Sensitivity as in (5) to assess the accuracy. Here, TN denotes the true negatives and TP, FP,
and FN are as defined earlier.
∑ TP

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑅𝑐) = (∑ TP+∑ FN)

∑ TN

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = (∑ FP+∑ TN)

(4)

∑ TP

𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = (∑ TP+∑ FN) × 100%

∑ TP

(3)

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑃𝑟) = (∑ TP+∑ FP)

(5)

(6)
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The Adaptable-Ring method achieves a detection accuracy of 98.7% and an error
rate of 1.3% as compared to the error rate of 3.4% for Hu Moments This technique is more
accurate primarily because errors are reduced in the common shapes such as square,
pentagon, triangle, hexagon, and oval for a total of 28 errors instead of 73 in the case of
Hu moment invariants. Detection accuracy of Hu moment invariants was 96.61% on a
dataset of 2151 images.
Two of the most irregular shapes in the dataset are capsule and oval. We used
Precision (Pr) and Recall (Rc) as comparison criteria as they are widely used by the pattern
recognition and information retrieval communities [25]. Table 5.1 represents the
comparison for these two shapes in terms of precision and recall as defined in equations 6
and 3 respectively. For capsules, Hu moments has a slight higher precision but it is clear
that the adaptable-ring method has better performance with the large number of irregular
ovals.

Table 5.1. Evaluation of Two Irregular Shapes with Different Methods.

Irregular
Shapes

Capsule

Oval

Methods
Hu
Moments
Our
Method
Hu
Moments
Our
Method

Total pills
of that
shape

FN

FP

Pr (%)

Rc (%)

12

2

99.14

95.06

13

3

98.71

94.65

23

17

97.83

97.09

11

6

99.24

98.61

243

790

Cunha and co-authors [22] used Hu invariant moments in their mobile application
named helpmepills to detect pills. Shape detection in this application uses Hu moments
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after segmenting the pill which is placed on a black marker followed by Hu moments
comparison from an ideal set of images. However, their algorithm was designed to detect
only eight pill shapes and doesn’t separate capsule from oval because it defines both shapes
under a single class called oblong. Shape accuracy was not documented.
5.2.

OTHER APPLICATIONS AND MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY
The adaptable-ring method can be combined with any simple VBM system to

analyze shapes. As an example, we can automatically count the number of teeth of
mechanical gears by measuring the adaptable-ring overlays on gears or any similar object,
as a check for manufacturing defects. This approach provides a fast and accurate way to
count the gear teeth. Figure 5.1 shows how the adaptable-ring overlay aided in calculating
the gear teeth.

Figure 5.1. Counting gear’s teeth by measuring adaptable-ring overlays

Uncertainties are inevitable for any vision-based system. Certain parameters need
to be controlled, such as lighting to avoid uneven illumination. It impedes the process
during pre-processing and leads to false results as shown in Figure 5.2, where the rightmost tooth is unevenly illuminated and its effect can be seen in the reduced area of the
ring’s overlay in the output image.
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Another uncertainty to take into account is the camera angle. Any change in the
angle affects this method because the annularity of the object changes, which in turn will
change the desired overlays. Any vibrations when the image is taken can also lead to false
results. In order to get desired results with this system, the camera should be mounted
perpendicularly with accurate focus along with good even illumination with a black
background preferred to avoid shadowing and to facilitate smoother pre-processing.

Figure 5.2. Counting on partially uneven illuminated gear teeth

5.3.

EVALUATION OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Since this method is designed for real-time applications, we are considering the

time as the primary factor in the evaluation of computational complexity. Also, with an
increasing trend in the technology, the memory factor is subsiding as both availability and
affordability have increased. So, we calculated the actual time to detect a shape from the
image by the adaptable-ring method. The program was implemented with MATLAB in a
laptop with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU (2.6 GHz) and 8-GB RAM. The program was
run on 2151 Pillbox images and the mean and the standard deviation of the run time were
calculated respectively as 0.53 ± 0.16 seconds, shown in Table 5.2. The system can be
improved further by enhancing pre-processing and with appropriate hardware selection.
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Table 5.2. Time taken to detect shape from an image
MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

ACTUAL TIME (SECONDS)

0.53

0.16
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6. CONCLUSION
A novel method has been implemented for detecting the shape of a medical pill. It
has increased accuracy that can be combined with state-of-the-art color and imprint
detectors together to produce a robust automatic pill identification system. This method
uses the novel adaptable-ring overlay measurements to detect and classify the pill shapes.
It reaches an overall accuracy of 98.7% with the Pillbox dataset.
Overlay measurements produced by the adaptable ring can detect most common
pill shapes and can significantly improve existing medical pill identifying applications.
Moreover, this approach is both rotation and size invariant. This less computationally
complex method can also be integrated with other existing VBM systems for appropriate
industrial applications. It has the adaptability to add new features and define new shapes
according to the application requirement.
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ABSTRACT
A vision-based focus measurement approach for real time focus detection for
applications using dermoscopy images is presented. Dermoscopes are restricted on
hardware changes and lens to object distance is fixed in most of the cases. Identification of
out-of-focus image is essential prior to feature extraction for automatic diagnosis of
melanomas using a dermoscopy image. Running an out-of-focus image in a real-time
melanoma detecting application might lead to a false diagnosis. Dermoscopic images are
limited to certain colors, backgrounds and textures, and detecting out-of-focus images
during the automatic diagnosis can be crucial. In this article, we describe a novel algorithm
for distinguishing focused and unfocused dermoscopy images by finding the mean of the
approximation of gradient on the red and value planes as a measure of sharpness. This
sharpness is measured on original image and as well as on blurred version of the original
image, both these measurements were compared to check focused and unfocused images.
Though developed for the domain of dermoscopy images, we discuss how these focus
measurements aid in non-dermoscopy images. An accuracy of 99.82% is obtained on
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focused image set and 96.6% on unfocused image set. This method can increase the
confidence levels of diagnosis along with the convenience to merge into initial stages of
portable image diagnostic systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Dermoscopy, which is also known as epiluminescence microscopy (ELM), is now
widely used technique with an enormous clinical significance in diagnosis of skin lesions
such as melanomas, basal cell carcinomas (BCC) and seborrheic keratosis. It also aids in
diagnosing inflammatory skin conditions. Dermoscopy magnifies the lesion and enhances
the visibility of subsurface structures within the lesion. A significant drop in the cost of
these devices is expected to sharply increase the number of such images available on the
Internet, which will in turn increase the demand for digital diagnosis of skin images through
real-time applications. But with the advent of these diagnostic applications, there is an
increase in challenges with undesirable imaging effects such as poor image quality,
vignetting, uneven illumination, and poor focus, all of which could lead to inaccurate
diagnoses. Demand for such automation is expected to be driven by the inconvenience and
high cost of conventional medical tests and treatment [1].
The number of skin cancers diagnosed annually in the USA now exceeds five
million [1]. Worldwide, malignant melanoma was responsible for an estimated 49,100
deaths in 2010 [2]. With such morbidity and mortality statistics increasing sharply, there is
a need for an accurate and automatic vision-based diagnostic system as a replacement for
invasive, expensive and time-consuming methods. Accurate skin lesion segmentation is
the first step in diagnosing a skin malignancy. Variations in skin color, and variations in
colors, patterns and texture within lesions, require the development of algorithms for
automatic diagnostic systems using digital dermoscopy. One of the undesirable imaging
effects with digital dermoscopy is bad focus. With contact dermoscopy, the device is
pressed against the skin, and incorrect pressure against the skin may alter focus. With non-
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contact dermoscopy, bad focus is associated with out-of-plane artifacts such as hairs. An
unfocused image may lack the correct image of the pigment network, which is critical for
melanoma detection [3].
This paper presents a dual-gradient analysis algorithm to measure the sharpness of
the skin lesion image as a means of measuring focus accuracy before proceeding to lesion
segmentation in the diagnostic procedure. This will allow the system to warn the user about
the image quality of the acquired image and thus, false diagnoses due to bad focus can be
eliminated.
Vision-based measurement (VBM) systems are emerging as cameras become more
advanced and affordable. These systems are useful in many medical and industrial
applications such as in creating computer diagnosis records from shape descriptions of
important lesions obtained from medical images [4], fabric quality control [5], rubber
profile inspection [6], rail head defect detection for railroad tracks [7], and food calorie
measurement from images [8]. These applications can all reduce human labor and increase
productivity by decreasing both inspection time and human errors [9].
For our novel focus measurement algorithm for digital dermoscopy, we did not
consider autofocusing, because many dermatoscopes are already in use by dermatologists
and hardware is driven by existing autofocus techniques. Also, for digital diagnoses made
from skin images via store-and-forward telemedicine, autofocusing is not possible.
This paper presents a novel method for vision-based focus measurements and
compares the new method with existing non-dermoscopic focus detection algorithms. In
this study, we used both focused and unfocused non-polarized dermoscopy images from
four different clinics for focus testing. The focused images were used to create unfocused
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sets by blurring them to replicate original unfocused images. Additionally, original out-offocus dermoscopic images were acquired from four different clinics, were which tested
with our method. Finally, to evaluate the general applicability of the proposed method, the
algorithm was tested on 50 real-world non-dermoscopic images.
The order of the remaining sections of the article is as follows: Section II gives a
brief background on image focus measurements. Section III describes the methodology;
Section IV provides the results for the various image sets used, along with error analysis,
and Section V discusses the results and uncertainties in measurement. Finally, Section VI
provides a conclusion.
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2. BACKGROUND
General focus detection algorithms for VBM are of two types: contrast-based
focusing and phase-based focusing [10]. The contrast-based autofocus measurement is
widely used in both mobile and basic portable cameras, whereas, phase-based autofocus
measurements are mostly used in high-end camera systems. Both of these measures use
the camera’s optical system for lens control to obtain peak values of these measures. The
image is captured when the camera autofocus is satisfied.
Dermatoscopes today use a fixed-focus lens in the dermatoscope and are attached
to the camera at a fixed distance, which depends on whether contact or non-contact
dermoscopy is used. For both types of images, out-of-plane structures may interfere with
correct focus. Thus, out-of-focus images have become a continuing problem in
dermoscopy.
Several contrast-based focus measurement algorithms have been studied
extensively [10] [11] [12] [13]. They include the following classes of focus measurements:
i)

Derivative-based focus measurement--Santos et al. [14] obtained the absolute

value of the first derivative and used the maximum of squared gradients in both directions,
i.e., horizontal and vertical.
ii)

Histogram-based focus measurement: Firestone et al. [15] used the range of the

histogram to measure focus.
iii)

Image statistics-based focus measurement: distribution of luminance and grayscale

values are used for various statistics and evaluated based on variance and normalized
variance [10].
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iv)

Data compression-based focus measurement: Witten et al. [16] determined that an

in-focus image contains more information than an out-of-focus image and measured
information content in order to differentiate the two classes.
Many applications don’t require automatic focusing. These include some
dermoscopy applications. However, a VBM system without capability to detect the focus
levels of any specific image, may acquire errors. A system such as that of Pouladzadeh et
al. [8], which automatically measures calories within an image of food, needs a focus check
for that image because an out-of-focus image can lead to false calorie measurements due
to loss of details or information such as food size and texture. Another system by Nandi et
al. [17] for mango ripeness measurement also needed an appropriate focus check before
extracting the features. A visual defect identification system developed by Gan and Zhao
[18] may also need a focus check if the camera used in this process does not support
automatic focusing.
We present a novel algorithm using the Sobel operator to approximate derivatives
both in horizontal and vertical directions. Then an approximation of the gradient is
calculated at each point in the image. The Sobel kernel can be modified according to the
area of application, but for dermoscopy images, the standard Sobel kernel is ideal.
Gradients are approximated by combining the red plane from the RGB color space and the
Value (V) plane from the HSV color space.
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3. METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH
The workflow diagram is shown in Figure 3.1. For each dermoscopy image, the
gradient was approximated twice for the average of the red color plane and the V plane,
where lesion is has more details rather than other elements in the entire image. The first
approximation was on the original image and the second approximation was after
smoothing the original image. Then the mean of these approximations was calculated and
used as a measure of focus. Both sharpness values are compared to obtain the drop in the
sharpness. Both the original image sharpness and the drop in the sharpness are compared
with obtained thresholds to classify the image as an in-focus or an out-of-focus image.

Figure 3.1.

Work flow for dermoscopy image focus detection.
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3.1. IMAGES AND DATASET
The first dataset consists of 573 in-focus dermoscopy images obtained from four
different clinics. The second dataset consists of the smoothed images of the first dataset of
573 images, which are blurred by convolving with a circular evenly-weighted averaging
filter of radiu s 10 to simulate out-of-focus images. These simulate out-of-focus images.
The third dataset consists of 30 out-of-focus dermoscopy images collected from 4 different
clinics. All these images are contact non-polarized with an equal resolution of 1024 by 768.
Finally, the fourth and fifth datasets consist of high-resolution general non-dermoscopy
images and the same set smoothed by the averaging filter described above. Thresholds are
obtained for differentiating in-focus images and out-of-focus images after comparing the
mean approximate gradient values, which are the sharpness values for focus measurement.
3.2. FOCUS MEASUREMENT
Let the dimensions of the given dermoscopy image I be M by N. Horizontal
derivative Hx is computed by convolving image’s combined red and value plane (2) with
the Sobel kernel Sx defined as in (1), and Hx is as shown in (3) below.

 1 0 1 


S x   2 0 2 
 1 0 1 



I
I

I red value   red  value 
2 
 2

(1)

(2)
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H x  S x  I red  value

(3)

where * represents convolution. Vertical derivative Vy is computed by convolving
image’s combined red and value planes with the Sobel kernel Sy defined as in (4), and Vy
is as shown in (5) below.

 1 2 1


Sy   0 0 0 
 1 2 1



(4)

Vy  S y  I red  value

(5)

Both the derivatives in (3) and (5) are used in calculating approximation of gradient
magnitude G at each point in the image as shown in (6).

G  H x 2  Vy 2

(6)

The gradient magnitude G above is used to determine the sharpness by taking the
mean of it as shown in (7).

Fsharpness 

1 M N
 G( x, y)
MN x 1 y 1

(7)

The above sharpness value is used as a focus measurement to determine the level
of focus for datasets 1 and 2. Both the sharpness values i.e. without smoothing applied on
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original image Fsharpness_1 and with smoothing applied on original image Fsharpness_2 are
compared to determine the sharpness drop FSD as shown in (8) below.

FSD  FSharpness _1  FSharpness _ 2

(8)

3.3. DETERMINATION OF THRESHOLDS
The empirically determined threshold FSD is determined to best separate the two
classes of images, focused and unfocused, using statistical data from both datasets 1 and 2.
The same threshold values are predefined while experimenting on datasets 3 and 4. Even
though the values obtained are optimized using dermoscopy images for training, the same
values are used for in-focus and out-of-focus image estimation for the non-dermoscopy
images in an entirely different domain. The tradeoff between the thresholds obtained for
different sets is not significant and hence, the thresholds obtained for the first two datasets
are used for rest of the experimental sets.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The developed algorithm was implemented on dataset-1 which consists of 573
dermoscopy images and dataset-2 consisting blurred versions of the same images.
4.1. FOCUS ESTIMATION
The magnitude of the gradient is estimated using the average of the red and values
planes of the original dermoscopy image. After obtaining the approximation of the gradient
magnitude at each point in the image, the gradient maps for both the original and the
smoothed version of the original are compared; these will show significant differences for
focused images due to loss of information in the blurred image. The gradient magnitude
map of an input image in dataset-1 is shown in Figure 4.1 along with the original image.
Figure 4.2 shows the gradient magnitude map of the corresponding blurred image.

(a)
Figure 4.1.

(b)

(a) Original image. (b) Gradient approximation map of the image.
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(a)
Figure 4.2.

(b)

(a) Blurred image. (b) Gradient approximation map of the image.

Note that there is a substantial difference between the original and the blurred
image, with the latter consisting of much smaller gradients. The mean of these gradients is
calculated as a measure of focus and the plot of this sharpness value for each image is
shown in Figure 4.3 for dataset-1 and Figure 4.4 for dataset-2. The difference between the
sharpness values for both datasets is compared in their linear models included their plots.
It is observed for dataset-1 that the Fsharpness_1 value best-fit linear plot has a mean
around 40, and in contrast, the dataset-2 values of Fsharpness_1 best-fit linear plot has a
mean below 10, with almost zero overlap between dataset-1 and dataset-2. This allowed
determination of the appropriate threshold value for differentiating the out-of-focus images
from any given dermoscopy images.
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Figure 4.3.

Plot of sharpness_1 values for the images in dataset-1

Figure 4.4.

Plot of sharpness_1 values for the images in dataset-2
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4.2. RESULTS WITH DUAL GRADIENT METHOD
The mean and standard deviation of the FSharpness_1 values obtained for the 5 sets
considered are shown in Table 4.1. The mean of the in-focus sets (dataset-1 with original
dermoscopy images and dataset-4 with original non-dermoscopy images) are higher
compared to out-of-focus image sets such as dataset-2, dataset-3 and dataset-5 where,
dataset-2 images are the blurred images from dataset-1, and dataset-3 images are the
original unfocused images captured by dermatoscopes, and dataset 5 images are the blurred
images from dataset-4. A threshold value of 22 allow for good separation between in-focus
and out-of-focus images. The confusion matrices from the separation performed on
datasets 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.

Table 4.1. Mean and standard deviation of sharpness_1 values
Image Set

Total
Images

Mean
(FSharpness_1)

Standard
Deviation

Dataset-1
(In-focus dermoscopic)

573

39.94

8.52

Dataset-2
(Blurred Dataset-1)

573

9.51

2.93

Dataset-3
(Out-of-focus dermoscopic)

30

15.31

3.42

Dataset-4
(In-focus non-dermoscopic)

50

62.21

14.06

Dataset-5
(Blurred Dataset-4)

50

13.26

1.53
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Table 4.2. Confusion Matrix for In-Focus Dataset-1 Images
Predicted
In-Focus

Out-of-Focus

FN

In-Focus

573

0

0

Out-of-Focus

0

0

0

TP+FP

573

0

Actual

Table 4.3. Confusion Matrix for Out-of-Focus Dataset-2 Images
Predicted
In-Focus

Out-of-Focus

FN

In-Focus

0

0

0

Out-of-Focus

1

572

1

TP+FP

1

572

Actual

Table 4.4. Confusion Matrix for Out-of-Focus Dataset-3 Images
Predicted
In-Focus

Out-of-Focus

FN

In-Focus

0

0

0

Out-of-Focus

1

29

1

TP+FP

1

29

Actual

The rows represent actual focus and each column represent the predicted focus of
images. TP denotes the true positives, FP and FN denote the false positives, and the false
negatives respectively. It is observed that all the in-focus images in dataset-1 are classified
as in-focus. Whereas, there is only one false negative in each of the dataset 2 and 3.
Moreover, there are no false negative in datasets 4 and 5, allowing for a complete
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separation between focused and unfocused non-dermoscopy images. To analyze the
performance of the dual gradient method. We used Precision (Pr) and Recall (Rc) as in (9)
and (10) as they are widely used by the information retrieval communities [19], where FP
denotes false positives.

∑ TP

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑅𝑐) = (∑ TP+∑ FN)

(9)

∑ TP

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑃𝑟) = (∑ TP+∑ FP)

(10)

These values for the 5 datsets used are as shown in Table 4.5 below. All the
experimented non-dermoscopy images are of dimensions 3264 by 2448 i.e. 8 Megapixel
in contrary to dermoscopy images of dimensions of 1024 by 768 i.e. 0.7 Megapixel.
Nevertheless, a good separation was achieved with almost proportionate sharpness values
as compared to dermoscopy images. Few of the examples of non-dermoscopy images
considered are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 along with their gradient magnitude map.

Table 4.5. Evaluation of the Five Datasets with the Dual Gradient Analysis Algorithm.
Datasets

Total
Images

FN

FP

Pr (%)

Accuracy or Rc (%)

Dataset-1

573

0

0

100

100

Dataset-2

573

1

0

100

99.82

Dataset-3

30

1

0

100

96.66

Dataset-4

50

0

0

100

100

Dataset-5

50

0

0

100

100
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5. Examples of non-dermoscopy images used and their gradient magnitude
maps.
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(c)

Figure 4.6. Examples of non-dermoscopy images used and their gradient magnitude maps
(cont.)

4.3. LIMITATIONS AND UNCERTAINTIES
This method was developed for devices that do not allow a change in the lens focal
position in real-time and applications that do not require direct association with the device.
The dual gradient method was developed for a focus check on a dermoscopy image prior
to extracting features, so it is under the assumption that the image contains a lesion rather
than just skin itself. When a plain image of skin without a lesion is captured, there may not
be enough significant gradients to differentiate between good and poor focus. Even a highly
focused image of a complete white background with no object of interest will result in false
classification due to low gradients. There are also various parameters that can affect the
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performance of the focus check, especially with dermoscopy images. They are:
illumination, vignetting, dermatoscope angle changes over the skin field, such as around
the nose, as well as air bubbles and other artifacts caused by application of immersion oil
or ultrasound gels.
Illumination in most of the dermoscopy images is even and results in a well-lit
image, primarily because almost all dermatoscopes are equipped with a built-in lighting
system which is used during image capture. Vignetting is another problem in dermoscopy
images. It creates dark corners on the skin image. Though a small amount of vignetting
will not hurt the focus check, higher amounts of vignetting can alter the classification due
to possible loss of gradient information.
Generally, skin images are taken by pressing dermatoscopes directly onto the skin.
Any elevation of the skin or a body part creating an angle with the skin surface can result
in a partially focused image. Therefore it is required that the dermatoscope to be in full
contact with the skin. An example image of this out-of-focus scenario is shown in Figure
4.7. This lesion also contains trapped bubbles in the contact media, creating noise that alters
the information in lesion images, which in turn can affect the focus check performance.

Figure 4.7. Example of an unfocused dermoscopy image, where artifacts created by a
bubble in the immersion gel used are focused higher and produce more gradients rather
than the lesion.
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4.4. EVALUATION OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Since this method is designed for a focus check in real-time with operations
performed entirely in the spatial domain for the diagnosis of melanoma requiring a focused
dermoscopic image as input, we are considering the time as the primary factor in evaluation
of computational complexity.
Finally, with trends in technology, the memory limitation factor is subsiding, due
to the increase in memory availability and affordability. We calculated the actual time to
detect whether a given dermoscopy image is in-focus or out-of-focus. The program was
implemented using OpenCV libraries in the C++ programming language with a computer
supported by an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU (2.67 GHz) and 8-GB RAM. The program was
run on 1146 dermoscopy images and the mean and the standard deviation of the run time
were calculated respectively as 0.24 ± 0.09 seconds, as shown in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6. Time Taken To Check the Focus from an Image

Actual Time (seconds)

Mean

Standard deviation

0.24

0.09
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5. CONCLUSION
A dual gradient analysis method was developed to identify unfocused dermoscopy
images for real-time skin cancer detecting applications. This method measures image
sharpness by calculating the mean of the approximation of gradient magnitude as a measure
of focus. With threshold values determined on a different set, it acquires an overall
accuracy of 100% with the original in-focus dermoscopy image set and an accuracy of
96.7% with an original out-of-focus dermoscopy image set.
As the changes to the hardware system of dermatoscopes are limited, and in most
cases the distance between the lens and the skin or object is fixed, unlike systems with built
in autofocusing methods, there is a need to ensure focus of the image prior to making an
automatic diagnosis using the image. Moreover, this approach was applied to selected high
resolution non-dermoscopy images and obtained a full accuracy with limitations like
avoiding plain and uniform images with no objects of interest. This less computationally
complex method can also be integrated with other existing VBM systems for appropriate
industrial applications where implementation of autofocusing methods is not possible due
to hardware limitations.
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ABSTRACT
A Bayesian approach is used to segment the lesions from background skin in
dermoscopy images. Melanoma is the deadliest form of skin cancer producing high
mortality rates. The number of these mortalities is increasing every year. These deaths can
be prevented if melanoma is diagnosed early. Automatic diagnosis of melanoma can be
helpful for concerned people, spa operators as well as doctors. But automatic diagnosis of
melanoma requires good lesion segmentation, where the lesion portion of the image will
undergo specific processing to determine whether it is benign or melanoma. A Bayesian
model is used to train certain real-world clinical dermoscopy images to estimate posterior
probability of the skin and then skin pixels were inferred on the test image based on the
likelihood of the pixel being skin or non-skin. Adaptive thresholding is done on the
obtained skin probability map based on the mean of the skin map. Finally, the inverse of
the skin map is considered as lesion and post processing is done accordingly to complete
the lesion segmentation. The obtained lesion borders are then compared with manual
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borders to calculate the accuracy rates. Over 50% accuracy is obtained for 1093 images on
a set of 1546 real dermoscopy images.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most common types of cancer in the United States is skin cancer. Among
different types of skin cancer, malignant melanoma is considered to be the deadliest and is
responsible for the most skin cancer deaths [1]. In 2015, an estimated 73,830 new
melanomas will be diagnosed and about 9,940 people are expected to die of melanoma in
the United States [2]. Failure to diagnose melanoma in its earlier stage may allow it to be
fatal. Thus, early detection is critically important for reducing deaths caused by melanoma.
The non-invasive nature of dermoscopy makes it a vital choice in diagnosing melanomas.
Hence, professionals in the area can seek automatic diagnosis of melanoma and at the same
time obtain several other features like pigment networks, blue-white areas, etc. Also
unnecessary biopsies can be avoided. But with the advent of these diagnostic applications,
there is an increase in challenges with undesirable imaging effects such as poor image
quality, vignetting, uneven illumination, and also bad focus. Moreover, all these negative
effects are capable of misleading to a false diagnosis due to failure of proper lesion
segmentation.
Median-split algorithm [3] can be used only on lesion portion of the image for
diagnosing melanoma. Hence, there is a need for proper segmentation of the lesion in order
to properly obtain features from the lesion [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] for an accurate automatic
analysis of skin lesions for melanoma diagnosis. Certain clinical features can be obtained
only if the lesion is properly segmented during automatic diagnosis and many rely on using
manual borders. Moreover, lesion border detection is the first step in automatic diagnosis
of melanoma. In this article, a machine learning approach to border detection and
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segmentation is presented which uses Bayes theorem to infer the probability of the pixel to
be skin or non-skin.
The order of the remaining sections of the article is as follows: Section 2 gives a
brief background on image focus measurements. Section 3 describes the methodology;
Section 4 provides the results for the various image sets used, along with error analysis,
and Section 5 discusses the results and uncertainties in measurement. Finally, Section 6
provides a conclusion.
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2. BACKGROUND
Segmentation of the lesion area from the dermoscopy image is the first step in any
analysis of local features that may be significant for melanoma detection. Numerous
methods have been developed for skin lesion border detection and segmentation. Celebi et
al. [9] [10] developed two methods based on JSEG algorithm and SRM algorithm. These
methods approximate lesion localization, region growing and merging techniques to detect
lesion borders. Haeghen et al. [11] uses CIE L*a*b* color space to determine background
skin color from a rough border drawn by the user. Donadey et al. [12] developed a method
based on intensity radial profiles, which are calculated from the Intensity (I) component of
the HSI color space. Pagadala [13] uses optimized histogram thresholding to obtain the
tumor borders. A gradient vector flow (GVF) snakes method was used by Erkol et al. [14].
Also, several color clustering algorithms were used by Melli et al. [15]. Several of these
segmentation algorithms used on dermoscopy images uses hair masks and other manual
artifact removal. Kasmi et al. [16] used biologically inspired geodesic active contours along
with the help of relevant post-processing to successfully obtain the borders of the lesion.
However, for a Bayesian approach to obtain border and lesion segmentation, a
training set of input images must be used in order to obtain relevant features. Gavrila [17]
used a Bayesian exemplar-based approach to match the shape of the specific object class.
Constantinopoulos et al. [18] proposed a learning algorithm which uses a Bayesian method
to optimize the number of components and parameters in mixture model. Shi et al. [19]
uses Bayesian joint modeling to learn unlabeled or weakly labelled data for object
localization in images and videos from internet sources.
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Section 3 describes how we applied a Bayesian model and selected features to help in
segmenting lesions from dermoscopy images. Section 4 presents the results and section 5
provides conclusion and future work.
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3. APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
There are 1636 contact non-polarized dermoscopy images available for this work,
out of which we 90 images i.e. around 6% of total images, are used for the training model.
All these RGB images are of dimensions 1024 x 768. Parameters used during training from
the 90 images are the skin pixel values of the hue and saturation of the HSV color space
along with the blue plane values from RGB color space, which were determined with the
help of manual masks. These planes are specifically chosen because the details of the skin
are more dominant than the other planes. The overall workflow of the process is shown in
Figure 3.1 below.

Train Images

Test Image

Skin Posterior Probability Map

Inverse Skin Map

Post-Processing and
Border Identification
Figure 3.1. Work flow for lesion border detection using Bayesian model
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3.1. BAYESIAN MODEL
Bayes theorem is close to human intuition. It uses prior information about the
parameters along with likelihood from the past experiences and adjusts its decision based
on the evidence. Here the likelihood we consider is the likelihood of a given pixel is skin
given the hue, saturation and blue planes over the range of training images. The general
Bayes theorem equation for this scenario is given in equation (1) below.

P  Skin | Data  

P( Data | Skin) P( Skin)
P( Data)

(1)

where P  Skin | Data  denotes the posterior conditional probability of the pixel
being skin given the data, P  Data | Skin  denotes the probability of collected data given
when pixel belongs to skin. P  Data  denotes evidence i.e. probability of the pixel being
anything in the image i.e. skin, lesion, etc. in this case. P  Skin  denotes prior probability,
i.e., the probability of the pixel being skin before collecting the data.
Let’s consider data  xi i 1 , where the pixel information from the three planes of the image
I

is stored. Then the posterior probability P  Skin | x1....I  is calculated as shown in equation
2 below.

P  Skin | x1....I  

P( x1....I | Skin) P( Skin)
P( x1....I )

(2)

The obtained posterior probabilities P  Skin | x1....I  are considered as the skin probability
map of the test image. Examples of this skin probability maps are shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2. Examples of posterior probability maps of selected dermoscopy images,
where higher gray levels represent higher chances of pixel being skin.
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3.2. POST-PROCESSING
Dermoscopy images have many artifacts such as: uneven illumination, vignetting,
dermatoscope angle over skin, in addition to, air bubbles and other artifacts caused by
application of immersion oil or ultrasound gels. Most of the dermoscopy images are even
and well lit, mainly because almost all of the dermatoscopes are equipped with built-in
lighting system which will be used prior to snapping the skin images. However, this system
will cause an undesired effect called as vignetting, where image brightness decreases at
peripheries of an image, resulting in dark corners. Vignetting removal is one of the post
processing step that is applied prior to considering the probability map.
3.2.1. Vignetting Removal. A distance transform mask that is of the same size as
image is considered with brighter center values that get darker as we go from the center to
the corners of the image, as shown in Figure 3.3. The probability map is divided by this
mask to enhance or increase the probabilities around corners because almost every lesion
is in center of the image rather than in corners.

Figure 3.3. Mask used to divide the probability map to reduce effect of vignetting
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3.2.2. Adaptive Thresholding. The obtained skin probability map of different
lesion images will have different distributions and values. There is some tradeoff in mean
probabilities values between little dark skin probabilities and light skin probabilities. In
order to overcome this problem of different skin color variations, the mean value of the
skin probability map of size M*N as shown in equation (3), is taken as the threshold for
that particular probability map instead of a single common threshold value.

Threshold mean 

1 M N
 Pposterior ( x, y)
MN x 1 y 1

(3)

3.2.3. Image Smoothing. All the training and testing dermoscopy images will
undergo image smoothing prior to obtaining probability maps by convolving the image
with a circular equally weighted averaging filter of radius 15 in order to smoothen the
existing artifacts like hair, bubbles, etc. Even after obtaining the lesion from the skin
probability map, the lesion will undergo a smoothing operation in order to make the lesion
border smoother. Several opening and closing morphological operations with disk
structuring elements of radius 1 are used in order to remove any thin peninsulas hanging
onto lesion and to fill small holes inside lesion respectively.
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4. RESULTS
The 1636 skin lesion images that are used were acquired from four clinics across
the United States of America. These are contact non-polarized dermoscopy images taken
using similar devices under similar lighting conditions and at the same magnification level.
All images are of RGB color space and are of size 768 by 1024. This image data is divided
into two sets; a training set and a test set. The training set consists of 90 lesion images. The
test set consists of all remaining1546 images. The lesion border masks for these images are
manually acquired and checked by a dermatologist for use with training and error analysis.
No other masks were used on test images. The images with overlay of borders obtained by
Bayesian approach with blue in color and dermatologist drawn manual borders in green
color are shown in following figures. Figure 4.1 shows a lesion with partial skin inside that
is also well segmented. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show that variations within the lesion are also
well segmented. Figure 4.4 show hair and other artifacts can also be well tolerated during
segmentation. Finally Figure 4.5 show segmentation even with a very low contrast lesion,
where most of the other algorithms fail.

Figure 4.1: Lesion with skin inside, but border covers the whole lesion.
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Figure 4.2: Lesion with decreasing contrast, but border covers the whole lesion

Figure 4.3: Lesion with variations, but border includes the whole lesion

Figure 4.4: Lesion partially occluded by hairs, but border covers the whole lesion
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Figure 4.5: Low contrast lesion, but Bayesian border includes the whole lesion

4.1. COMPARISON WITH MANUAL BORDERS
For measuring accuracy of the obtained borders, they were compared with the
manual masks by the accuracy measure in equation (4) below.

Accuracy 

(TP  ( FN  FP))
Actual _ Lesion _ Area

(4)

where TP denotes true positive area that is, the area correctly detected as lesion, FN
denotes false negative area that is part of the lesion area but not detected by Bayesian
border. FP denotes false positive area that is the area detected by Bayesian border but which
is not actually lesion. Accuracy rates on the 1546 images are shown in Table. 4.1 where
the Bayesian method is compared with the GAC [16] method by comparing number of
images above certain accuracy levels. GAC borders perform well for accuracy over 80%.
It is also observed that both the methods perform very similarly with the Bayesian method
being slightly better for accuracy over 50%. Most of the time, dermatologists grade borders
with over 50% accuracy rates using this measure as sufficient for melanoma diagnosis.
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Table 4.1. Comparison between Bayesian and GAC borders
Accuracy Level

Bayesian Borders

GAC Borders [19]

>90%

62

92

>80%

505

564

>70%

806

823

>60%

976

953

>50%

1093

1064
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A machine learning approach to automatically segment the lesion from dermoscopy
images is presented. A Bayesian model was used to infer the posterior probabilities of skin
to determine the lesion as the non-skin region. On a set of 1546 images, over 1093 images
have an accuracy of over 50%.
Future work include improving the model with combining features and increasing
training images. Also, post processing needs to be improved, which can increase the
accuracy rates, and, finally, the segmented lesion will be run on an automatic melanoma
diagnosis application to determine diagnostic accuracy.
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSION

This thesis presents a novel approach of automatic shape identification using
measurements from a super-imposed adaptable ring. Overlay measurements produced by
this ring can detect most common pill shapes and can significantly improve existing
medical pill identifying applications. A dual gradient analysis method was developed to
identify unfocused dermoscopy images during the process of real-time skin cancer
detecting applications. This method measures the sharpness by calculating the mean of the
approximation of gradients as a measure of focus. In addition, a Bayesian approach to
automatically segment the lesion from dermoscopy images is presented. The Bayesian
model was used to infer the posterior probabilities of skin to determine the lesion as the
non-skin region. Good accuracy was achieved in all three above approaches.
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